The Large Rock
a n d T h e L i ttl e Ye w

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Discussion Questions
Discussion
Questions
The purpose of The Large Rock and the Little Yew is:
•

To help teachers, parents, and other adults gain a better understanding of how children interpret their
social and domestic environment.

•

To help children discover themselves, their abilities, and their talents.

•

To teach the value of acting considerately toward others and how that enriches our own lives.

•

To teach children new vocabulary.

•

And, in a small way, to teach children about yew and baobab trees.

As you read each section of the story with a child, use these questions to guide understanding and discussion of
the main themes.
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Vo c a b u l a r y
Definitions are provided for some words that children may not be familiar with. Before reading each section,
you may wish to go over the words and definitions with the child. After reading, review the definitions
and also discuss the meaning of any other words that the child does not understand. You may wish to give
examples of sentences that use the new word and also ask the child to think of ways to use the word.

Discussion Questions
After you read through each section, discuss and clarify any parts of the section that the child does not
understand. Use the suggested questions to gain a better understanding of the child’s thought process.

Lesson
Each section of the story teaches a lesson.
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Doom
Vocabulary
fissure: a long, narrow opening, like a crack, in rock or earth

Discussion Questions
1. Imagine that you are the yew seed in the rock’s fissure. What do you
think it’s like in the fissure?
2. Did the seedling have any say about where it found itself? Why or why
not?

Lesson
We do not have a choice, nor do we have control over, how and where our life’s journey begins.
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Harsh Realities
Vocabulary
creviced: containing a crevice—a narrow opening or fissure
sustain: strengthen or support
supple: bending and moving easily; flexible

Discussion Questions
1. How was the yew seedling brave?
2. Was the yew seedling rewarded for its bravery? If so, how was it rewarded?

Lesson
By working hard and being brave, one has a better chance of being rewarded.
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Conflict

and

Struggle

Vocabulary
bask: lie in warmth and light, typically from the sun, for relaxation
vociferous: loud and insistent

Discussion Questions
1. Did the little yew know what it needed to survive?
2. What are some of your survival needs?
3. Do you think the little yew tree ever thought about giving up because it had to
work so hard?
4. Was the little yew’s goal honorable (worthy of respect)?
5. What are some of your goals?
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6. How did the large rock’s attitude differ from the little yew’s attitude?
7. Did the large rock have any survival needs?
8. Discuss the fact that as we strive to have a healthy and happy life, our lives become more complicated because
we need to fulfill both physical and emotional needs.

Lesson
Although we have no control over where we start our life’s journey, we do
have a responsibility to make good decisions to better our life.
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Deliberation
Vocabulary
deliberation: long and careful consideration or discussion
endured: suffered (something painful or difficult) patiently
pondering: thinking about something carefully, especially before making a
decision or reaching a conclusion

Discussion Questions
1. Ask the child if he or she has someone to go to for help.
2. Negative thinking means focusing only on the bad things that might
happen. What are some examples of the large rock’s negative thinking?
Discuss the limitations of negative thinking.
3. What do you think the yew tree is pondering?
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Lesson
It is important not to let negative thinking defeat you and keep you from reaching your goal.
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U n l i k e T h e B a o b a b Tr e e
Vocabulary
instinctively: prompted by instinct; unlearned, natural, automatic
jealous: feeling or showing envy (resentful longing) of someone’s achievements and advantages
predicament: difficult, unpleasant, or embarrassing situation
monotonous: dull, repetitious, lacking in variety and interest

Discussion Questions
1. What lesson does the story of the baobab tree teach us?
2. Discuss the character trait of jealousy and its shortcomings.

Lesson
Jealousy is a self-defeating character trait. (That means it prevents you from appreciating the good things you do
have.)
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R e s o lv e
Vocabulary
resolve: settle or find a solution to a problem or dispute
plight: a dangerous, difficult, or otherwise unfortunate situation
pride: a feeling of deep pleasure or satisfaction derived from one’s own
achievements
sentinel: a soldier or guard whose job is to stand and keep watch
bounty: generosity; lack of restraint in giving; something given freely

Discussion Questions
1. How did the little yew feel? Why did it feel that way? What attitude did the little yew decide to take?
2. The little yew was determined to celebrate its uniqueness and wisely use all the gifts God had given it. What
are your personal abilities and unique gifts?

Continued
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3. As a result of not buying into the negative thinking of the large rock, the little yew gained pride and a sense of
belonging. What abilities give you confidence in yourself?
4. The little yew understood that the greatest joy in life is found in acts of kindness and giving. Can you describe
a time when you were considerate of others? How did you feel?
5. Explain that even at a young age everyone has the gift to show kindness to others. Giving or showing kindness
to others in turn makes us feel worthy. What are some ways you can show kindness or give to someone? Can
you think of a time when someone showed kindness to you? How did you
feel?
6. Discuss how people can develop self-confidence by doing small acts of giving
or by being considerate to others.
7. Explain how self-discovery is a lifelong pursuit.

Lesson
The greatest joy in life is found in acts of kindness and giving.
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Self-Respect

and

Confidence

Vocabulary
taken aback: surprised, shocked
assessed: evaluated, judged, considered
conviction: a firmly held belief or opinion

Discussion Questions
1. How can self-discovery lead to self-respect and self-confidence?
2. The little yew understood that it could not achieve all its goals alone—it
needed help from the sun, soil, and water. What are some of the ways you need help?
3. Review and discuss what caused the power to shift from the large rock to the little yew. How does
self-respect help us gain respect from others? What things do you respect that will help you achieve a
healthy and happy life?
Continued
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4. Grounding yourself is the process of developing sound principles or values to help guide you through life.
What values has the little yew tree developed?

Lesson
One gains respect from others by first having self-respect.
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Epilogue
Vocabulary
epilogue: a section or speech at the end of a book or play that serves as a comment on or conclusion to
what has happened
encased: enclosed or covered

Discussion Questions
1. Discuss the fact that as the little yew grew to become all that God had
intended it to become, the eventual outcome was not achieved without hard
work and setbacks.
2. Review the importance of dealing with life’s problems in a productive and
positive manner and of being well-grounded and keeping the fulfillment of
your goals in focus.
Continued
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3. Discuss how we often may see something as being limiting or negative when in fact, with a better
understanding, it may be something very positive.
4. Can you think of a time when your negative thinking about something later changed into a positive
experience? (For example, you didn’t like another child at first but came to see that person in a different light,
or you expected an event to be boring but it turned out to be fun after all.)

Lesson
Partnership and cooperation often lead to unpredictable rewards.
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